
ZURI SOPHIA INTERIORS LLC

Change your Space Change your Life 
Whether you are trying to sell your home, organize your home, or 
reinvent your space, Zuri Sophia Interiors is the company to do it. 
Inspired by Zuri, the Swahili term for beauty, Farhaana has been 
decorating and decluttering spaces for a decade. A graduate of 
The Staging Diva and Penn Foster Interior Decorator Programs, 
Farhaana assists others so that they can have beautiful interiors 
and find joy as a result. A Feng Shui and Level 2 Reiki practitioner, 
Farhaana adds a unique twist to her services by incorporating 
their principles and elements if clients desire. Farhaana is intuitive 
and has a keen understanding of not just decorating and style, but 
of how energy changes for the better when a space is 
transformed. Positive transformation is the ultimate goal.


Zuri Sophia Interior’s Services 
• Home staging – Transforming your home for potential buyers 

and increasing the home’s value

• Decorating and redesign – Consultation and decorating

• Decluttering – Removing and reorganizing the mess to reveal 

the beauty underneath


What Clients Say 
“The experience with Farhaana was incredible! She is both 
professional and easy going. She listens to her clients and works 
with them to achieve the vision. My challenge was de-cluttering. 
Farhaana managed to do in a matter of days what I had been 
struggling with for years! When you are ready to act, Zuri Sophia 
is there to assist and to keep you motivated.” – D.Thorne Ed.D, 
LCPC, NCC, Professor, Counselor

Maryland Staging Services: 

Prince Georges County, 
Charles County, Bowie, Upper 
Marlboro, Brandywine, 
Marlton, Clinton, Rosaryville, 
Waldorf and White Plains.

Farhaana Nyamekye-Frazier

240-245-7838

zurisophiainteriors.com
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A PERSONAL STORY ABOUT STAGING TO ATTRACT RENTAL TENANTS 
About 5 years ago, Farhaana was leasing a two-bedroom two-bathroom condo 
in Upper Marlboro, MD. She decided to downgrade and found a cute smaller 
unit. Unfortunately, the owner of the new unit wanted immediate occupancy. 
Farhaana needed to get out of her current lease despite having one month 
remaining. She negotiated with the condo owner to stage the condo and let 
potential new renters view the condo throughout the week so that the owner 
would not lose out on one month’s rent. As a result of Farhaana’s staging, the 
condo was rented within 1 week and Farhaana was able to move out, saving 

the owner money, and removing the stress of worrying about how he would obtain new renters.

From empty dining room to 
colorful eating space.

From empty living room to cozy 
lounging space.

From "that's no fun" to fun 
Pink-tastic playroom.
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